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(+1)4034579777 - https://www.facebook.com/tangdynastyyyc/

A complete menu of Tang Dynasty Restaurant from Calgary covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Tang Dynasty Restaurant:
A friend took me here as it featured authentic Shaanxi cuisine. This is very similar to the food we found in Xian,
which is in the Shaanxi province. We started with the marinated lamb kabaka, which were spicy. The next item
were the cold noodles, with a smoky baba ganoush like flavour. The pork in a red spicy vinegar broth was very
good. The other broth was decent. The portions were quite decent, and the total bill f... read more. When the

weather is pleasant you can also eat and drink outside. What User doesn't like about Tang Dynasty Restaurant:
in the heart of calgary’s china town tan dynasty served as close as they can find authentic Chinese street food in

the city. the spits I would say are the main drawing for this restaurant. there is a rich selection of meat. from
seafood to lamb, bark meat and chicken. all the spits we had were tasteful with a fiery taste. the menu has

unique dishes that are fun for the foods of them to explore like grilled cuddly and... read more. The Tang Dynasty
Restaurant in Calgary provides various delicious seafood courses, Many guests are especially impressed by the

versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine.
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